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Letting You Know
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March 7th, Self-Released



“The blinds are thin; light floods your room.” This simple phrase, which also serves as Letting

You Know’s opening track, could not be more fitting. The 53-second opener gradually eases us

into the world of Sunshine Faces. 2015 saw hip-hop’s biggest star make an ambitious criticfodder release and somehow pull it off (Kendrick Lamar), an indie-pop buzzband member turned

solo act make an electronic album (Jamie xx), and an eccentric Atlanta rapper blend the lines

between studio album and mixtape, redefining what hip-hop can be (Young Thug). But I believe

there was nothing more ambitious than Noah Rawling’s absolutely stunning debut.

Sonic Youth’s Thurston Moore, in his usual self-serving manner, once spoke on rock-and-roll,

youth culture, and the threat of big business monopolizing the latter two. Complaining about

commercial success is one of the oldest and worst clichés in indie music. But, even amidst the

dense sarcasm, Thurston has a point here. Isn’t the spirit of punk rock, and indie, based out of a

countercultural desire to “do it yourself?” Listening to Sunshine Faces throughout the year, I

could not help but to be reminded of Thurston’s sentiment. A college-aged student, younger than

myself, making an artistic masterpiece from the comfort of his own bedroom with little more

than a laptop and a guitar is intrinsically based in the mindset of the foundation of the culture

Moore alluded to. However, the nihilistic and anti-establishment tones of Sonic Youth, Joy

Division, The Velvet Underground, and countless other artistic contemporaries, are instead

replaced by a beautiful pop appeal in the vein of the Beach Boys.



It’s difficult to mention the merits of this album without mentioning Car Seat Headrest. An

acknowledged influence on Noah, Will Toledo completed the ideal Bandcamp career trajectory

to major label this year with his signing to Matador. Last year, while still in his do-it-yourself

stage, Car Seat Headrest still had a sizable cult following. What makes Letting You Know so

astonishing is that it feels as though I am coming across the next Car Seat Headrest, the next

prodigal talent who is writing his indie legend before my eyes. Only this time I am lucky enough

to find him on the ground floor, and fully experience the rise from Bandcamp unknown to cult

following and beyond.

We don’t need to understand what Noah is saying to appreciate the melodies, but when we are

able to, he offers the same heart wrenching honesty and relatability as Car Seat Headrest. “does

this poem/this touch/mean more to me/than it does to you.” Simple. yes. But it is a universally

applicable sentiment of teenage angst that is insignificant on a macro scale, but in the here and

now, define us. This mindset comes to shape the album, and it is even visible in the video for

“TEENAGE PRAYER”. I couldn’t imagine a better visual representation of the themes of

Letting You Know, a snapshot of the life of a young man departing his youth. The paradoxical

contrast of the readily apparent reality of their suburban adventures and their impending

obsolesce. “Being brave never felt so fine,” the last line spoken before what might be the best

moment on the album in the chorus’ synth-like breakdown, is a as much a call to action as it is a

reflection on the ambition of the album itself.



For all the thematic and ideological strengths, Letting You Know is first and foremost beautiful

music. The post-punk riffs of “Ephermal”, the sprawling experimental psychedelia of “Linger”,

and the almost dance-like rhythms of “Do The Husserl”, all work together to create a record that

draws you back, again and again. Noah showed this artistic masterpiece was no fluke with

Peaked, released only sixth months later. With potentially another two albums to be released

next year, Sunshine Faces is well on his way to following the career arch shown to us by Car

Seat Headrest. It is without a doubt that as his career progresses, the blinds are going to get even

thinner and the Sunshine will continue to flood our rooms. And to answer Thurston’s question of

“What are the youth to do?” in order to save ‘rock and roll’? Retreat to their bedrooms and make

albums like this.



Exclusive Interview with Noah Rawlings

May 28th, 2015



Noah Rawlings creates music under the name Sunshine Faces, whose 2015 album Letting You

Know was my favorite for the year. Noah is also one of the founders of Swamp Church Tapes, a

group of young independent musicians from North Carolina. Noah was kind enough to conduct

this interview exclusively for me.

_DrJack_: Please tell us a little bit about yourself?

Noah Rawlings: Well in basic details: I'm just some piece of

garbage kid who goes to UNC-Chapel Hill studying literature and

computer science. I was raised Mormon which is pretty weird and

also a #1 source of inspiration, though I left the church in my early

t33ns. I think that the best sport is tennis, but I am not very good at

playing tennis I think the summer is the best season because you just

sweat and smile all day long.

_DrJack_: Are you still close with your parents after leaving the

Mormon Church? And how would you say that it affects your

music?

Noah Rawlings: More so now than in the past. There were some

very scary/tumultuous times but I think the worst is over. I didn't

necessarily have the opportunity to be "close" to them when I was

younger, because of their wanting me to adopt their beliefs and me

opposing them, while still living with them, but as I've grown older

things have improved.

It's never been what I would call a direct influence, except in certain

songs like "Ephemeral."

The church definitely, even if vaguely and/or unconsciously, permeates general beliefs about

love/kindness which I'm very grateful for.

I feel like now I've been able, maybe, to view the experience in a more positive light than I did a

few years back

_DrJack_: What primarily drove you to leave the church and what belief system do you identify

with now?

Noah Rawlings: Harmful notions of "faith," policies on sexuality, reactionary approaches to

certain substance use, various logical inconsistencies/fallacies, especially regarding church

texts/"prophets" I don't know that I've a very concrete belief system now. I think a fundamental

belief in the concepts of kindness/love/selflessness (even if I significantly and frequently fail to

incorporate these concepts in my life--listen, I'm trying) help turn me away from complete



nihilism or something (lol).Which sounds a bit "love, kindness, bro" but I'm not sure I’ve

encountered anything else particularly convincing and durable

_DrJack_: I am assuming that “Sunshine Faces” is a reference to the My Bloody Valentine

lyric. Why did you select it and how do you feel like it relates to your music?

Noah Rawlings: That is correct. I really like pure fabrication, but I also like the idea of building

upon histories--whether that be musical, or literary, or whatever--and in borrowing a lyric it sort

of lends something richer to the name maybe?? I think making allusions and references can

become a bit masturbatory or self-indulgent, but it can also give greater meaning to something

and direct people in interesting direction they never otherwise would've followed; sort of like

how some kids might listen to MBV and decide to watch the old movie, because of the

reference. But, perhaps mainly, I just love MBV and I think the lyrics to "Loomer" are very

pretty. And I think "Loomer" is my friend Kyle's favorite MBV song, so it's kinda paying homage

to him as well.

_DrJack_: Kyle is mentioned in two separate songs and in the credits to the album. How did you

become acquainted and what was his role in the creation of Letting You Know?

Noah Rawlings: We met in 6th grade because we both had a crush on the same girl and we both

wore lots of American Eagle--so we started off enemies. In 8th grade health class, we

(reluctantly) befriended each other through a mutual affinity for 2008 Indie (Los Campesinos!

Vampire Weekend) James Dean, and cool 8th grade clothes. We started playing music and

getting up to no good together, and ended up hanging out just about every weekend of high

school. He is my best mate. He didn't bear any relationship to the actual recording of the album,

but he is probably the most important musical influence I have, and a lot of the songs either

directly deal with him or are indirectly connected to experiences we shared

_DrJack_: It took you two years to finish, Letting You Know. Most DIY artists crank out their

music very quickly. Do you feel like you work slower than other DIY artists, or just more

carefully?

Noah Rawlings: I think I just didn't know anything about mixing/recording, so I had to learn

production while I was recording and writing the songs. Also, it took me a while to amass the

necessary equipment and to understand how I could achieve the sounds I wanted. I redid "Iuno"

in its entirety like 3 or 4 times, but other songs, like "Catfish Donahue," were recorded in just a

few takes.

_DrJack_: What portions of your recordings are made up of live instruments, and what is done

on the computer?

Noah Rawlings: Most instruments are "live" in the sense that I played the keyboards/guitars,

but it was all put together through overdubbing each track individually. The computer was

employed for most of the drums



_DrJack_: How did Swamp Church Tapes come about? Where do

you plan on taking it in the future?

Noah Rawlings: Swamp Church Tapes was conceived first and

foremost as a pagan cult in Kyle's attic (Kyle came up with the

name). We liked spooky things. We tried to make spooky music for

a while. We listened to Wu Lyf and turned on the fog machine and

thrashed in the Swamp Church. One day his mom found it and got

very worried. The idea of creating an organization which

supported the creative works of my friends always really appealed

to me. When we decided to set that in motion, adapting "Swamp

Church" as the title seemed natural.

We just recently released our first compilation tape with the help of one of our friends who has a

deck. I'd really like to buy my own tape deck and start releasing things a little more

regularly/seriously, but we shall see (money is an issue, of course). I think one of our artists,

Illuminating Daydream, will be releasing a tape through us soon.

_DrJack_: You are also involved in another project under the Swamp Church Tapes label. Do

you want your label to resemble The Elephant 6, where members overlap and collaboration is

encouraged while projects remain distinct?

Noah Rawlings: I don't think Elephant 6 was in mind when we were conceiving anything, but

Kyle, Nick and I have liked a lot of their music throughout the years. I definitely relate strongly

to the idea of multiple people being a part of the same projects, while having the projects retain

very unique and disparate musical directions. It's cool for people to be the "masterminds" of

their individual projects, but music is ultimately to be shared with others. By collaborating with

others--your greatest homies--you compound the effects of this sharing.

_DrJack_: Do you feel like Chapel Hill has a community that fosters independent artists like

yourself?

Noah Rawlings: I think that's probably the case, but I've really interacted a lot more with the

Raleigh music scene, or at least people who are focused around Raleigh (yet those same people

come to Chapel Hill for shows and whatnot, so the two scenes are essentially

merged). Regardless, I've received a lot of support from various local acts, and I'm very proud of

everyone involved. There's a commitment to inclusion and support that I really value. People like

the guys in Less Western are really what got Swamp Church any sort of traction, I think.

_DrJack_: I found your music video for TEENAGE PRAYER pretty interesting. It elicits a lot

of the feelings of nostalgia that I also experience while listening to the album. What were you

going for with the video?



Noah Rawlings: I wanted to capture a very specific and energetic time-- a time that felt very

communal--and all the associations that went with it, visually. It was a lot of my friend's last

summer before college, and we were just dicking around and being excited, and I wanted to be

able to maybe make others feel similar feelings of energy/excitement. I also wanted to make sure

I/we could have something to prevent us from becoming complacent, or forgetting that sort of

ridiculousness and energy.

_DrJack_: What artistic achievement are you most proud of?

Noah Rawlings: I think I am proud of TEENAGE PRAYER + the music video, just because it

was one of the artistic endeavors I've embarked upon that turned out how I initially envisioned it.

I'm very proud of actually making Swamp Church happen/of my friends who are creatively

active--I never actually thought I would be a part of such a community.

_DrJack_: The new track for the compilation was terrific, are you planning a follow up to

Letting You Know?

Noah Rawlings: I am. An announcement about the follow-up will actually be coming out very

th

soon. (Note: Peaked, the follow up to Letting You Know was released October 5 , 2015)

_DrJack_: Album of the year for 2014 and Album of the year so far for 2015?

Noah Rawlings: Damn, uh. For 2015, Cat Be Damned's record All His Empty Show. 2014

Probably... This local band called the Grapes released Low, which was great.

_DrJack_: Anything else you want to say about yourself or your project to my readers?

Noah Rawlings: Uhh if you swim more in rivers you will probably be happier and it's cooler to

be kind than it is to be cool. And George Orwell is a bad writer.

Sorry, that was more advice than about myself or my project

I'm not really qualified to give advice but there it is.
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